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Abstract 
  Multi-hop question answering is the question 
answering that requires understanding and reasoning over 
multiple documents to find answers. In this work, we 
focus on improving language model pretraining to achieve 
better performance on downstream multi-hop question 
answering. We develop MixLinkBERT, a language model 
pretrained with multiple types of linked documents. We 
show that MixLinkBERT outperforms BERT and 
LinkBERT on HotpotQA. 

1 Introduction 
  Multi-hop question answering (QA) is the question 
answering that requires finding, understanding and 
reasoning over multiple documents to find answers. Table 
1 shows an example of multi-hop question in HotpotQA 
[1], a multi-hop QA dataset. To answer the question in this 
example, we need information of “the auto manufacturer 
headquarted in Minato, Tokyo, Japan” and “the auto 
manufacturer that Nissan acquired controlling interest in”. 
These two pieces of information may exist in two different 
documents separately, such as the two Wikipedia articles 
shown in Table 1. In this case, finding, understanding and 
reasoning over these documents are necessary to answer 
this question. 
  The prevailing structure of QA systems for both 
conventional single-hop QA and multi-hop QA in these 
years mainly consists of two components, a retriever and 
a reader [2, 3, 4]. Given a question, a retriever first 
retrieves several candidate documents from a large set of 
documents, such as all Wikipedia articles, or documents 

Table 1: An example of multi-hop question in 
HotpotQA [1]. 

Question: 
What Japanese auto manufacturer headquarted in Minato, 
Tokyo, Japan did Nissan acquire controlling interest in? 

Document 1: [Mitsubishi Motors] 
Mitsubishi Motors Corporation is a Japanese multinational 
automotive manufacturer headquartered in Minato, Tokyo, 
Japan. In 2011, Mitsubishi Motors was …… 

Document 2: [Renault–Nissan–Mitsubishi Alliance] 

The Renault-Nissan-Mitsubishi Alliance is a French-
Japanese strategic partnership between automobile 
manufacturers …… The Alliance adopted its current name in 
September 2017, one year after Nissan acquired a controlling 
interest in Mitsubishi and …… 

Answer: 
Mitsubishi. 

 
collected from the internet. Then a reader extracts the 
answer from these candidate documents. Like many other 
NLP tasks, recent works of multi-hop QA [3, 4] fine-tuned 
pretrained language models (LMs), such as BERT [5], 
RoBERTa [6], ELECTRA [7], to use them as a retriever 
and a reader in their QA methods. For example, Xiong et 
al. [4] fine-tuned a pretrained RoBERTa as their retriever 
and fine-tuned a pretrained ELECTRA as their reader. 
  To improve performance of multi-hop QA, new QA 
system structures or new fine-tuning methods have also 
been explored [3, 4]. In addition, pretraining LMs suitable 
for multi-hop reasoning on downstream tasks has been 
attempted. For example, Yasunaga et al. [8] developed 
LinkBERT, a LM that learned multi-hop knowledge (the 
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knowledge that spans across multiple documents) by 
leveraging hyperlinks in documents. The experimental 
results showed that LinkBERT achieved a better 
performance on multi-hop QA than BERT, which was 
pretrained without hyperlinks and cannot learn multi-hop 
knowledge.  
  In this work we develop a new language model 
pretrained with multiple types of linked documents, called 
MixLinkBERT. Along with the hyperlinks in the main 
texts in Wikipedia articles, which were used by 
LinkBERT, MixLinkBERT additionally uses hyperlinks 
in infoboxes in Wikipedia. An infobox in Wikipedia is a 
table often shown in upper right of a Wikipedia article and 
represents a summary of important information about the 
subject of an article by a set of attribute-value pairs. For 
example, Figure 1 shows part of the infobox of “Slam 
Dunk (manga)”. The infobox contains attribute-value 
pairs like “genre-comedy”, “author-Takehiko Inoue”, 
“publisher-Shueisha”. An important point here is that 
infoboxes sometimes contain useful hyperlinks that do not 
appear in the main texts of Wikipedia articles. Therefore, 
the text that is reachable via hyperlinks in infoboxes can 
introduce potentially useful knowledge that cannot be 
leveraged in LinkBERT. 

We compare MixLinkBERT with BERT and 
LinkBERT on HotpotQA. MixLinkBERT outperforms 
BERT by +1.5% in answer F1 and +1.1% in joint F1, and 
outperforms LinkBERT by +0.8% in answer F1 and joint 
F1. These results suggest that a wider range of hyperlinks 
helps LMs learn a wider range of multi-hop knowledge. 

2 Related Work 
2.1 LinkBERT 

  Levine et al. [9] showed that in training of neural LMs, 
it is desirable to put a pair of text segments in the same 
training instance for learning strong dependencies 
between the pair of text. According to this observation, 
Yasunaga et al. [8] proposed LinkBERT, a LM that can 
learn multi-hop knowledge by leveraging hyperlinks in 
documents. Yasunaga et al. [8] placed text of hyperlinked 
documents in the same training instances, in addition to 
text of a single document or random documents as training 
instances of BERT [5]. Figure 2 shows the pretraining 
method of LinkBERT. LinkBERT has two training 
objectives, masked language modeling (MLM) and 
Document Relation Prediction (DRP). MLM objective is 
same as the MLM objective in BERT [5]. DRP classifies 
the relation of the two segments of an input sequence 
(segment A and segment B in Figure 2) into three classes: 
contiguous, random and linked. Corresponding to these 
three classes, there were three types of training instances 
in LinkBERT. In the following, we call these three types 
of training instances (1) contiguous-relation instances, (2) 
random-relation instances and (3) hyperlinked-from-text 
relation instances. Yasunaga et al. [8] created training 
instances for LinkBERT from Wikipedia as follows. To 
create each of their training instances, they first sampled 
an article from Wikipedia as document A, and a segment 
from document A as segment A. Then for each of (1) 
contiguous-relation instances, they sampled a contiguous Figure 1: Part of the infobox of “Slam 

Dunk (manga)” 

Figure 2: The overview of pretraining of LinkBERT 
[8]. (We drew this figure based on [8].) 
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segment of segment A from the same document as 
segment B. For each of (2) random-relation instances, 
they randomly sampled another article from Wikipedia as 
document B and sampled a segment from document B as 
segment B. For each of (3) hyperlinked-from-text relation 
instances, they sampled an article that is hyperlinked from 
the main text of document A as document B and sampled 
a segment from document B as segment B. Then they 
concatenated segment A and segment B via special tokens 
to create a training instance: [CLS] Segment A [SEP] 
Segment B [SEP]. From Wikipedia, they created a set of 
training instances consists of 33% contiguous-relation 
instances, 33% random-relation instances and 33% 
hyperlinked-from-text relation instances. 
2.2 Previous works using Wikipedia 
infoboxes 
  Information inside Wikipedia infoboxes is summarized 
by human and can be utilized for NLP tasks. Morales et 
al. [10] created INFOBOXQA, a question answering 
dataset, utilizing attribute and value information in 
infoboxes. Herzig et al. [11] used text in infoboxes 
directly as inputs for LM pretraining and improved the 
ability of QA over tables. Unlike Herzig et al. [11] using 
text in infoboxes directly as inputs for LM pretraining, we 
use text in articles that are hyperlinked via infoboxes as 
inputs for our LM pretraining since text in infoboxes 
usually only includes titles of articles or names of objects. 

3 MixLinkBERT 
3.1 Pretraining instances 
  To explore multi-hop knowledge that can be obtained 
from multiple types of linked documents, we utilize 
hyperlinks in Wikipedia infoboxes in addition to 
hyperlinks in the main texts of Wikipedia articles. More 
precisely, in addition to the three types of training 
instances used by LinkBERT, we add the fourth type of 
training instance: hyperlinked-from-infobox relation 
instance. To create each of hyperlinked-from-infobox 
relation instances, we first sample an article from 
Wikipedia as document A and a segment from document 
A as segment A. Then we sample an article that is 
hyperlinked from the infobox of document A as document 
B and sample a segment from document B as segment B. 
The proportion of each kind of training instances of 
MixLinkBERT is 33% for contiguous-relation instances, 

33% for random-relation instances, 16.5% for 
hyperlinked-from-text relation instances, and 16.5% for 
hyperlinked-from-infobox relation instances. 
3.2 Training objectives 
  We use the same training objectives of LinkBERT, 
masked language modeling (MLM) and Document 
Relation Prediction (DRP), to pretrain MixLinkBERT. 
For DRP objective, we set that both hyperlinked-from-
text relation instances and hyperlinked-from-infobox 
relation instances belong to the same linked class. 

4 Experiments 
4.1 Setup for pretraining MixLinkBERT 
  We created pretraining data from English Wikipedia 
(20220820 version dump). Our pretraining data contains 
totally 40,960,000 training instances. We initialized the 
parameters of our LM with pretrained BERT-base-cased 
checkpoint released by Devlin et al. [5] and then started 
pretraining from the parameters. 
4.2 Baselines 
  For a fair comparison between MixLinkBERT and 
other baseline models (BERT and LinkBERT), we also 
pretrained two baseline models by ourselves with same 
size of pretraining data of MixLinkBERT. For baseline 
BERT, we continued pretraining from pretrained BERT-
base-cased checkpoint released by Devlin et al. [5] with 
original BERT’s pretraining objectives. The pretraining 
data consists of 50% contiguous-relation instances and 
50% random-relation instances. For baseline LinkBERT, 
we also started pretraining from pretrained BERT-base-
cased checkpoint released by Devlin et al. [5] but with 
LinkBERT’s [8] pretraining objectives. The only 
difference from pretraining of MixLinkBERT is that 
pretraining data of baseline LinkBERT doesn’t contain 
hyperlinked-from-infobox relation instances. Pretraining 
data of baseline LinkBERT consists of 33% contiguous-
relation instances, 33% random-relation instances, and 
33% hyperlinked-from-text relation instances. Table 2 
shows the difference of pretraining data of MixLinkBERT 
and the two baselines. We followed hyperparameter 
settings in Yasunaga et al. [8]. Training steps was 40,000, 
peak learning rate was 3e-4, batch size was 2,048, 
maximum sequence length was 512 tokens. We warmed 
up the learning rate for the first 5,000 steps and linearly 
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decayed it. Each pretraining took about 4 days on 8 32GB 
V100 GPUs with fp16. 

Table 2: Pretraining data of MixLinkBERT and the 
baseline models 

 training instances (percentage) 

conti. rand. hyperlinked-
from-text 

hyperlinked-
from-infobox 

BERT 
(baseline) 

50% 50% 0% 0% 

LinkBERT 

(baseline) 

33% 33% 33% 0% 

MixLinkBERT 33% 33% 16.5% 16.5% 

 
4.3 Evaluation on HotpotQA 
 We fine-tuned and evaluated MixLinkBERT and the two 
baselines on HotpotQA [1], a famous multi-hop QA 
dataset. Since ground-truth answers of test data of 
HotpotQA are not available, we instead split the 
development data of HotpotQA into two data sets and use 
one of the sets (3,702 instances) as our development data 
and another set (3,703 instances) as our test data. We fine-
tuned with the method and the codei of a recent published 
multi-hop QA system [4]. We did hyperparameter search 
using our development data as follows. For retriever, we 
tried learning rate = {2e-5, 4e-5} and batch size = {75, 
150, 300} and chose the best parameters that achieved the 
best Recall on top-2 retrieved documents on our 
development data. For reader, we tried learning rate = 
{3e-5, 5e-5, 1e-4} and batch size = {64, 128, 256} and 
chose the best parameters that achieved the best answer 
exact match on our development data. For rest of the fine-
tuning hyperparameters, we followed the settings in 
Xiong et al. [4]. 

Table 3: Performance on our test data. 
Pretrained LM 
for fine-tuning 

Ans. 
EM 

Ans. 
F1 

Sup. 
EM 

Sup. 
F1 

Joint 
EM 

Joint 
F1 

BERT 
(baseline) 

54.7 67.2 51.84 75.7 36.1 58.7 

LinkBERT 
(baseline) 

55.2 67.9 51.7 75.2 36.3 59.0 

MixLinkBERT 55.6 68.7 51.87 76.0 36.6 59.8 

 

 
ihttps://github.com/facebookresearch/multihop_dense_retrieval 

4.4 Results 
  Table 3 shows the performance on our test data. 
MixLinkBERT outperforms baseline BERT notably, 
especially +1.5% on answer F1 and +1.1% on Joint F1. 
MixLinkBERT also outperforms baseline LinkBERT, 
with +0.8% on answer F1 and Joint F1. 
  As shown in the experimental results, pretraining with 
both hyperlinked-from-text relation instances and 
hyperlinked-from-infobox relation instances 
(MixLinkBERT) achieves better performance than 
pretraining without hyperlinked-from-infobox relation 
instances (baseline LinkBERT). This suggests that 
infoboxes contain useful hyperlinked articles that do not 
exist in the main texts of Wikipedia articles. In this work, 
we used 33%, 33%, 16.5%, 16.5% for contiguous-relation, 
random-relation, hyperlinked-from-text relation and 
hyperlinked-from-infobox relation instances respectively, 
but there is still room for exploring the optimal ratio of the 
training instance types. So, one of our next challenges is 
to find the best ratio of the four types of training instances 
to improve the performance on HotpotQA. 

5 Conclusion 
  In this work, we focused on improving language model 
pretraining to achieve better performance on downstream 
multi-hop question answering. We developed 
MixLinkBERT, a language model pretrained with 
multiple types of linked documents to improve multi-hop 
reasoning ability on downstream multi-hop QA. We show 
that MixLinkBERT outperforms BERT and LinkBERT 
on HotpotQA. As future work, we also plan to incorporate 
attribute information in infoboxes into LM pretraining to 
further improve the performance on downstream multi-
hop QA. 
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